We report on measurements of light ion (Zϭ2) and heavy ion (Zϭ14) induced electron emission yields from the entrance and exit surfaces of thin carbon foils near the electronic energy loss per unit path length (dE/dx) maximum. At constant dE/dx, secondary electron yields are lower for high projectile velocities than for lower projectile velocities. This velocity effect, which is well known for secondary ion emission, is observed for backward electron emission for both He and Si. In the case of Si projectiles such a velocity effect is also observed for forward electron emission. The results can be qualitatively understood in the framework of recent electron transport and nuclear track models.
INTRODUCTION
The interaction of fast charged particles with a condensed matter leads to secondary particle emission. Electrons, atoms, and molecules ͑neutral or ionized͒ are ejected from the entrance and exit surfaces of solids if sufficiently thin foils are used. The knowledge of the mean number of electrons emitted per incoming projectile ͑the electron yield ␥͒ gives important information about basic interaction mechanisms between ion and solid. Important applications concern track formation in solids, detectors of heavy ions, and tumor treatment by heavy ion beams, just to name a few. Extensive reviews on electron emission from solids can be found in Refs. 1-3.
Electron yields were found to be proportional to the electronic energy loss per unit path length dE/dx for proton impact on carbon for both exit and entrance surface as function of projectile velocity over a wide range of velocities. 4 For heavy ions, the ratio ⌳ϭ␥/(dE/dx) was found to increase with the projectile velocity above the stopping-power maximum. 5 It should be interesting to correlate the electron yields and dE/dx in the projectile velocity region around the dE/dx maximum where the same dE/dx value may occur at two different projectile velocities v p . In the present work the correlation between electron yields and energy loss was studied around the dE/dx maximum with helium and silicon projectiles.
EXPERIMENT
The experimental work was performed at the 2. .2-2 MeV͒, and Si 6ϩ ͑12-27 MeV͒ were sent through thin ͑500 Å͒ self-supporting carbon foils. The thickness of the targets was large enough to ensure that ͑i͒ the charge equilibrium of the penetrating particles was reached before the ions reached the exit surface and ͑ii͒ full development of the secondary electron cascade induced by high-energy ␦ electrons was achieved. The experiments were performed under high vacuum conditions ( pϽ10 Ϫ4 Pa). The experimental setup used in Athens is the same as in Ref. 4 . The experimental setup used in Frankfurt is almost identical and has been described in detail in Ref. 6 . Two nearly closed metal cylinders ͑similar to Faraday cages, except for openings for the incoming and outgoing ion beam͒ mounted on each side of a target-foil holder were used to collect the secondary electrons in forward and backward directions of the target foil simultaneously, but separately. The cylinders were held at a positive potential ϩU 0 ϭϩ40 V to assure that all the secondary electrons were collected, and a negative potential of ϪU 0 ϭϪ20 V was applied to the target, enough for the electron emission yield to reach a saturation value. The Faraday cup was comprised of two parts: a beamcollecting cup that was grounded through an electrometer and a cylindrical electrode upstream of this cup which was biased ϪU rep ϭϪ300 V with respect to the ground. This negatively biased electrode prevented ͑i͒ secondary electrons from escaping from the collecting cup and ͑ii͒ secondary electrons of the target from escaping through the opening of the outgoing ion beam of the second cylinder, the so-called ␥ cup. A similar repeller was positioned upstream of the first ␥ cup and biased ϪU rep ϭϪ300 V with respect to the ground in order to prevent ͑i͒ secondary electrons from the slits to hit the first ␥ cup and ͑ii͒ secondary electrons of the target from escaping through the opening of the incoming ion beam of the first ␥ cup.
Backward (␥ B ), forward (␥ F ), and total (␥ T ) electron yields can easily be deduced from measuring: the ion induced target current I T , the current in the two ␥ cups I F and I B , and the current in the Faraday cup I FC :
where q f is the mean final charge state of the projectiles after leaving the foil exit surface, and q i is the projectile incident charge before the foil entrance. The mean charge q f of the projectiles emerging from the carbon foils was obtained from Refs. 7-9. Figure 1 shows the electron yields ␥ B , ␥ F , ␥ T obtained with He ϩ projectiles of energies between 0.2-2 MeV as a function of the electronic energy loss per unit path length (dE/dx). The electronic stopping power (dE/dx) values for He in carbon were calculated with the TRIM code. 10 The lines through the data points guide the eye, the arrows indicate increasing v p direction. At constant (dE/dx) both ␥ B and ␥ T are lower for high v p than for low v p . There is a clear velocity effect on ␥ B and ␥ T . Within error bars, however, no velocity effect on ␥ F can be seen.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the phenomenological model on electron emission based on the Sternglass treatment, [11] [12] kinetic emission of electrons is considered as a three-step process: ͑1͒ production of the secondary electrons near the entrance and exit surface of the foil; ͑2͒ transport of secondary electrons towards the entrance and exit surface of the foil; ͑3͒ escape of the secondary electrons from the target surfaces. It is now well established 12 that ''nonequilibrium near surface stopping powers'' are correlated to the production of the secondary electrons both at the entrance and exit surface of the foil. These pre-equilibrium stopping powers are reduced in comparison to the calculated TRIM bulk energy-loss values. At constant (dE/dx) value the production of electrons in the entrance surface of the foil at the corresponding high and low velocities may in addition be different due to the role of the projectile electron of He ϩ . The projectile electron while it is bound to the nucleus screens the nuclear charge therefore reducing the stopping power. Nevertheless, if it is lost and acts as independent particle, it can produce additional secondary electrons ͑passive and active role, see Ref. 4͒ . Since the production of the secondary electrons varies with the square of the partly screened nuclear charge, it is reasonable to assume that even for helium ions the contribution of the projectile electron in the backward emission is small compared to the contribution due to the nuclear charge. The screening of the nuclear charge by the projectile electron of He ϩ varies as function of the penetration depth. Since most of the emitted electrons originate from within a depth much smaller than the depth needed to reach charge equilibrium, one can expect a higher screening for high projectile velocity than for low velocity. The low charge state remains ''frozen'' in the thin surface layer of about 30 Å ͑Ref. 13͒ from which most low-energy electrons originate. This leads to less production of secondary electrons for high velocity than at low velocity, in agreement with the experimental observations. In order to test the above mentioned hypothesis, we measured the backward electron emission induced by He ϩ and He ϩϩ ions for the same projectile velocity. As can be seen from Fig. 2 , a reduced backward electron emission for He ϩ ions compared to the backward emission induced by He ϩϩ projectiles is observed for all projectile velocities. This can be attributed to the screening of the nuclear charge by the projectile electron. The velocity effect observed in Fig. 2 different mechanisms must be responsible for the experimental observations. A simple explanation which can describe qualitatively the experimental observations obtained with He ϩ and He ϩϩ ions is the following. During the passage of the incident ions through the carbon foil target atoms are ionized, the electrons ͑both low energy electrons from soft collisions at large impact parameter and high energy ͑␦͒ electrons from violent, binary, close collisions͒ move away from their ''place of birth.'' If the solid surface is within the range of these electrons and if they have enough energy to overcome the surface potential barrier, they eventually leave the target. The ␦ electrons transport energy far away, and if they stay in the target bulk they dissipate the energy in cascading processes and production of more electrons of low energy ͑cascade multiplication͒. The transport of ␦ electrons is strongly peaked in forward direction. 5 The energy is partially transported away from the projectile entrance surface into the direction of the projectile exit surface. Thus at the projectile entrance surface at constant dE/dx, fewer secondary electrons are produced for high v p than for low v p . Similarly, ␥ B is reduced for high v p . At the projectile exit surface ␦ electrons transport energy into the vacuum. If the target is thick enough ͑target thickness larger than the range of ␦ electrons͒ the lost energy is replaced by ␦ electrons originating from the bulk. Therefore on the projectile exit surface we do not expect and do not observe a v p dependence of ␥ F . This is not the case for Si 6ϩ incident ions where a velocity effect is clearly observed also for the forward yield ͑Fig. 3͒. The above-mentioned electron transport model fails to describe the presence of a velocity effect for ␥ F observed for silicon ions. On the contrary, a track model [14] [15] [16] can describe qualitatively the observed velocity effect in forward and backward electron emission. In the framework of a track model, the projectile deposits energy in a cylindrical volume ͑amorphous material͒ along the trajectory called ''infratrack'' or ''track core.'' 14 For some femtoseconds the core is a zone of highly charged, plasmalike target material ͑depend-ing on the electrical conductivity͒. Energy is dissipated by ␦-electron emission in a bulk area around the trajectory. This area is called the ''ultratrack'' or ''track halo.'' 14 ␦ electrons dissipate the energy in cascading processes into low-energy electrons. The dimension of this halo is given by the ␦ electrons range. Due to binary collisions, the ␦ electrons range increases with v p and thus the dimension of the track halo. For the same amount of deposited energy per unit path length, i.e., for constant dE/dx, the energy density in the track depends on v p . In the track model the secondary particle emission depends on the energy density in the surface regions of the track [15] [16] and thus on v p . Within this track picture, with increasing projectile velocity, the relative number of fast electrons is enhanced. A relative reduction of low-energy electron emission and possibly plasmon excitation for a given dE/dx occurs. The electron energy distribution is shifted towards higher energies, but the relative number of low-energy electrons ͑which dominates the yields͒ is lowered. This can easily explain the observed velocity effect not only in backward, but also in forward direction.
CONCLUSION
The correlation between electron yields and energy loss for helium and silicon projectiles around the dE/dx maximum was investigated. At constant dE/dx, secondary electron yields are lower for high projectile velocities than for lower projectile velocities. This effect was not observed for the forward electron emission obtained with helium ions. The ''velocity effect'' presented here can be qualitatively understood in the framework of electron transport and track models. A similar but larger effect is not only known 17 for the secondary ion emission, but it has also been found that the induced damage in solids 18 may depend on projectile velocity. In the studied projectile energy range, nuclear energy loss is negligible. Damage production in the solid and secondary ion emission from the surface can only be due to an electronic process. Therefore the electron transport in the solid is involved in the damage creation process. Both the ejected secondary ions and electrons are a probe for this process. 
